Two changes have been made in Production on 4-speed Corvair "95" Models that will reduce shift linkage deflection and the effort required to shift into reverse gear.

A new Transmission Control Rod Coupling with less deflection entered Production on 4-speed transmission equipped units effective with Serial No's. F-101736 and S-104752.

Should excessive deflection, resulting in indefinite or poor detent feel exist on early units with the first design coupling, the coupling pin should be arc welded to the coupling bell as shown on Page 2.

NOTE: It is important that the part be quenched in water immediately after arc welding to prevent deterioration of the rubber bushing.

Corvair "95" 4-speed transmissions built after 11/8/60 (Trans. #1108) incorporate a new single spring type reverse inhibitor. The early design inhibitor may be reworked to reduce shifting effort by removing the inner of the dual springs. The inner spring may be removed by first removing the retainer (See Page 2). Do not attempt to remove spring from the top side by prying up tabs.
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